450 polaris sportsman

Does not include destination charge and set-up. No machine provides more self-reliance on a
hunt, pulls more of its own weight on the farm, makes conquering trails that much easier, or
delivers more bang for your hard-earned buck. Adding to the fun and getting more for your
money has never been easier. The With industry-leading 8 gallons of sealed storage and a
factory-installed third headlight you'll be going further even if the sun goes down. Get more
done with a factory-installed hitch receiver and more than 1, lb towing capacity, lb payload
capacity and a combined lb front and rear rack capacity. Available on select models only.
Hard-working performance of the Sportsman H. Daily payment does not include taxes, title,
insurance or any other dealer fees, depending on customer credit quality, an additional down
payment may be required. All pricing, specifications, claims, and information contained on this
website are based upon current knowledge available at time of publication and are subject to
change without notice, and Polaris assumes no responsibility for changes in pricing or
specifications. Polaris assumes no responsibility for any inaccuracies, opinions, or omissions
on this website. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Sportsman H. Sage Green is
rated 4. Rated 2 out of 5 by Rogue from Problems Bought the bike in August. Rode it around my
yard, easing it in for the first 25 hours like I was told. No problem. Hulauled it to the hunting
camp with only eight hours use, opening day wouldn't start. Had to go to a dealer near by and
neaded a new spark plug. Guy new what it was without looking at it. No problems rest of the
week. Haul it home in snowy conditions in an open trailer. Cant get it to move a few feet. Sits for
a couple days works fine. Hunt a second week where it had to be hauled. On the way home
more snowy condition, bike again wouldn't move or run properly. Had dry again. Love the bike
other than the fact you can't take anywhere on a open trailer unless it's clear skies. Date
published: Rated 2 out of 5 by Tommyboy57 from Dissapointed I already submitted a review and
received no feedback on my comments. I do not even know why I am wasting my time with
submitting this one. It has already been in for warranty repairs for rattles cheap plastic and two
broken motor mounts. They were broken right off the show room floor. Clearly the dealership in
Tomahawk, WI Erv's, where I bought it, rather impulsively must have used the machine and very
roughly, as it is hard to believe it made it off the assembly line like that. I am very disappointed
and have been a long time Polaris owner. Rated 3 out of 5 by Nonerpride from Decent machine
for reduced price Hunting and property work. Reliable brand name. OEM spark plug was
garbage; fouled out in 4-hrs run time - replaced. Antifreeze and battery poorly located; subject
to impact from debris and rocks from front wheels - fabricated kydex deflectors. Smooth
engine; plenty of power, especially in low. Fairly quiet. Pre-wired for winch; present surprise.
Would recommend others to purchase; be prepared to make a couple cheap improvements.
After having it a month or so, it started cranking slow. Then two weeks ago, it would not start,
just spin over. Hauled it to dealership, it was there for 10 days. I was called and told it was ready
and that the fuel pump had went bad and was replaced. I picked it up this past Saturday,
unloaded and parked it in the garage. Went to ride it Sunday, no start, just spins over. Called
dealership today, and was told to bring it back in and drop it off. Not to happy with my purchase
at this point. Rated 4 out of 5 by Nolco from Great machine annonying hicups I bought this
machine to use for snow plowing. The plow has since broken and been replaced under
warranty. However I told the salesman I was going to use the machine for commercial sidewalks
and the plow is definitely not up to the job. Next year I will have to purchase another plow
brand. I think the idea is good but the cutting edge needs to be replaced again after one storm.
Also the machine has done a few weird things when it gets wet ie check engine light coming on,
sputtering, and stalling. I will say the warranty process for the plow was great. I came with a
broken plow and left with a new one. As far as smooth ride power for towing wood it lacks
nothing. It's still new to me so some things are yet to be determined. I guess if I was forced to
complain about something it would be the gas cap and the flat racks. Gas cap is hard to fill with
5 gallon tank which most use I get that wasn't to sell you the Polaris addons but their is very
nice American made gear that mounts to bars very easily that simply don't work well with this
set up. Like I said if I had to complain that's all the rest of the machine has surpassed my
expectations. Rated 2 out of 5 by Derb from Disappointed so far I have had the bike for about
two months. Excited to ride. Older ho has been great but getting a little tired and unreliable so I
treated myself to a new one. Taken it up to the cottage three times now. Has come back each
weekend basically unridden. Getting towed back to the trailer. Into the shop each time. Towed
again. Back to the dealer. Maybe one day I can ride with the boys again. Warranty is nice but
Polaris should be doing something for me for the inconvenience and disappointment. Darren
Date published: Rated 4 out of 5 by Nope1 from Comfortable and easy to ride So far so good but
the rattle from the air cleaner neck hitting against the plastic by the fuel take drives me nuts!
The shifter could be smoother and hit each gear with more definition instead of just passing by
the wanted gear. Also the one break system on the rear should be switched to a second rear

break in my opinion. I'm used to using alot of front break from my dirt bike days but this isn't a
dirt bike. I do love the comfort and size of the quad and I haven't gotten past the break in period
so I haven't been on the throttle too much to comment on power, but I'm sure it there. Overall
I'm pleased but wish some of the things I mentioned in the top of were different. Build Get Local
Price. Menu Menu. Learn More. Factory Choice Packages Available. WIDTH 48". Options Sage
Green. View More View Less. Get Local Price. Options Sonic Blue. Pack Out and Go. Go Further
With More. View Full Specs. Tackle any obstacle on the Farm, Ranch or Trail. Shop All
Accessories. Compare ATV Models. Inventory Search. View Special Offers. Estimate Trade-In.
Shop Accessories. The new HO is smoother, stronger and more versatile, making your
hard-earned dollar go further. Legendary Sportsman suspension delivers the smoothest ride to
absorb bumps of all sizes. Stronger, quieter, and more durable. A new battery with easy
charging access ensures reliable starts. New sealed suspension bushings stay smooth, quiet,
and cut down maintenance. More accomplished than ever before with best-in-class integrated
storage, an increased 1, lb. This machine boasts the most ease of use yet, still for the
value-price you expect. Dial-up your Sportsman to work smarter or improve trail performance
with time-and-money saving factory-installed Utility or Trail packages. The same, hard-working,
value-packed performance of the Sportsman H. Sportsman H. Skip to content Skip to navigation
Skip to footer. Sage Green is rated 4. Rated 2 out of 5 by Rogue from Problems Bought the bike
in August. Rode it around my yard, easing it in for the first 25 hours like I was told. No problem.
Hulauled it to the hunting camp with only eight hours use, opening day wouldn't start. Had to go
to a dealer near by and neaded a new spark plug. Guy new what it was without looking at it. No
problems rest of the week. Haul it home in snowy conditions in an open trailer. Cant get it to
move a few feet. Sits for a couple days works fine. Hunt a second week where it had to be
hauled. On the way home more snowy condition, bike again wouldn't move or run properly. Had
dry again. Love the bike other than the fact you can't take anywhere on a open trailer unless it's
clear skies. Date published: Rated 2 out of 5 by Tommyboy57 from Dissapointed I already
submitted a review and received no feedback on my comments. I do not even know why I am
wasting my time with submitting this one. It has already been in for warranty repairs for rattles
cheap plastic and two broken motor mounts. They were broken right off the show room floor.
Clearly the dealership in Tomahawk, WI Erv's, where I bought it, rather impulsively must have
used the machine and very roughly, as it is hard to believe it made it off the assembly line like
that. I am very disappointed and have been a long time Polaris owner. Rated 3 out of 5 by
Nonerpride from Decent machine for reduced price Hunting and property work. Reliable brand
name. OEM spark plug was garbage; fouled out in 4-hrs run time - replaced. Antifreeze and
battery poorly located; subject to impact from debris and rocks from front wheels - fabricated
kydex deflectors. Smooth engine; plenty of power, especially in low. Fairly quiet. Pre-wired for
winch; present surprise. Would recommend others to purchase; be prepared to make a couple
cheap improvements. After having it a month or so, it started cranking slow. Then two weeks
ago, it would not start, just spin over. Hauled it to dealership, it was there for 10 days. I was
called and told it was ready and that the fuel pump had went bad and was replaced. I picked it
up this past Saturday, unloaded and parked it in the garage. Went to ride it Sunday, no start,
just spins over. Called dealership today, and was told to bring it back in and drop it off. Not to
happy with my purchase at this point. Rated 4 out of 5 by Nolco from Great machine annonying
hicups I bought this machine to use for snow plowing. The plow has since broken and been
replaced under warranty. However I told the salesman I was going to use the machine for
commercial sidewalks and the plow is definitely not up to the job. Next year I will have to
purchase another plow brand. I think the idea is good but the cutting edge needs to be replaced
again after one storm. Also the machine has done a few weird things when it gets wet ie check
engine light coming on, sputtering, and stalling. I will say the warranty process for the plow was
great. I came with a broken plow and left with a new one. As far as smooth ride power for towing
wood it lacks nothing. It's still new to me so some things are yet to be determined. I guess if I
was forced to complain about something it would be the gas cap and the flat racks. Gas cap is
hard to fill with 5 gallon tank which most use I get that wasn't to sell you the Polaris addons but
their is very nice American made gear that mounts to bars very easily that simply don't work
well with this set up. Like I said if I had to complain that's all the rest of the machine has
surpassed my expectations. Rated 2 out of 5 by Derb from Disappointed so far I have had the
bike for about two months. Excited to ride. Older ho has been great but getting a little tired and
unreliable so I treated myself to a new one. Taken it up to the cottage three times now. Has
come back each weekend basically unridden. Getting towed back to the trailer. Into the shop
each time. Towed again. Back to the dealer. Maybe one day I can ride with the boys again.
Warranty is nice but Polaris should be doing something for me for the inconvenience and
disappointment. Darren Date published: Rated 4 out of 5 by Nope1 from Comfortable and easy

to ride So far so good but the rattle from the air cleaner neck hitting against the plastic by the
fuel take drives me nuts! The shifter could be smoother and hit each gear with more definition
instead of just passing by the wanted gear. Also the one break system on the rear should be
switched to a second rear break in my opinion. I'm used to using alot of front break from my d
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irt bike days but this isn't a dirt bike. I do love the comfort and size of the quad and I haven't
gotten past the break in period so I haven't been on the throttle too much to comment on power,
but I'm sure it there. Overall I'm pleased but wish some of the things I mentioned in the top of
were different. Build Get Local Price. Menu Menu. Watch Video. Big Red, Gouverneur NY.
Amazing product for the price and would recommend to anybody. Best handling machine I have
ever driven. Plenty of power to do whatever I have needed it to and actually exceeds my
expectations every time I take it for a ride. One things for sure the is the perfect quad for me.
View Packages. Factory-Installed Packages Available. WIDTH 48". Options Sage Green. View
More View Less. Get Local Price. Explore Gallery. Compare ATV Models. Inventory Search. View
Special Offers. Estimate Trade-In. Shop Accessories. You May Also be Interested In:. Sportsman
Take your journey to the top. The legendary best-selling Sportsman.

